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Family, family, family down di ghetto yard 
Fighting  in di street an unnecessary war 
Brethren to brethren now open your ear 
Listen: who sounding di charge? Who sow dis fear? 
Dem live togheter inna needy condition 
Look forward to di judgement day 
Jamaica nice is not a real situation 
Ghetto yard dem plays a bad game 
 
Is not a family trumpet no brother play it 
Where are your children going? 
Dem leave di isle? 
It’s all a trick to have you shooting at your neighbour’s doors 
 
Everyday people searching for searching for a reason 
Everyday people following following a vision 
Everyday people searching for searching for a reason 
Everyday people following following a vision 
 
Di youths look at you and learn di truth 
I don’t agree your bad actions are dem really good? 
So teach the right to dis generation 
Because of that dem have a bad reaction 
Dem live togheter inna needy condition 
Look forward to di judgement day 
Jamaica nice is not a real situation 
Ghetto yard dem plays a bad game 
 
Is not a family trumpet no brother play it 
Where are your children going? 
Dem leave di isle? 
It’s all a trick to have you shooting at your neighbour’s doors 
 
Everyday people searching for searching for a reason 
Everyday people following following a vision 
Everyday people searching for searching for a reason 
Everyday people following following a vision 
Everyday people searching for searching for a reason 
Everyday people following following a vision 
Everyday people searching for searching for a reason 
Everyday people following following a vision 
 
So I, so I, so I, So I, so I, so I, tonight.. 
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Score and Lyric License Agreement 

 
 
 
Carefully read all the terms and conditions of this license agreement prior to use of this document.  
Use of this document whether all or a portion of this music and/or of this lyric indicates your agreement to 
the following terms and conditions. 
 
Ossigeno Srl grants you, the purchaser, a non-exclusive license to use this score and/or lyric (the File), 
under the terms and conditions stated in this agreement. 
 
You may: 
 
1. make one copy of the File solely for back-up purposes. 
2. print this document for your personal  use. 
 
You may not: 
 
1. make copies of the File in whole or in part except as expressly provided for in this agreement. 
2. make alterations or modifications to the File or any copy, or otherwise attempt to discover the 

source code of the File. 
3. sub-license, lease, lend, rent or grant other rights in all or any copy to others. 
4. make verbal or media translation of the File. 
5. make telecommunication data transmission of the File. 
 
Terms: 
 
This agreement is effective until terminated. You may terminate it at any time by destroying the File, 
together with all copies in any form.  
It will also terminate if you fail to comply with any term or condition in this agreement. 
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